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Editors’ NotesFocus on Neural Stem Cells
This issue features a focused collection of Review articles and Research papers on neural stem cells
(NSCs). Later this month, our colleagues at Neuron will also publish a special issue that features
Review and Neuroview articles about NSCs. Together, this special article collection highlights the
range of ongoing studies in NSC research and emphasizes potential ‘‘points of intersection’’ that
connect the neural community with the rest of the stem cell field. We are excited to have the oppor-
tunity to collaborate with Neuron and to highlight our content together in a special online feature.
From ESCs to Neurons
Pluripotent cells represent a valuable starting material for making neural cell lineages with a view to
both therapeutic applications and basic science investigations. By looking at differentiation of human
ESCs, Terskikh and colleagues have uncovered a role for SOX2 in peripheral neurogenesis. Theygeneratedneural crest-likeprecursorsby inducingEMT inhESCs, and found thatSOX2 isexpressed inabiphasicpatternduring
the transition frompluripotency, to progenitors, to neurons, and regulates neurogenin-1-dependent sensory neurogenesis. The
ability to conduct this type of developmental modeling and analysis contributes to the appeal of generating patient-specific
iPSC lines to study disease. In this vein, Buxbaum and Sklar highlight recent insights into the mechanisms of schizophrenia,
based on work from the Gage lab, who generated patient-specific iPSC lines from four afflicted individuals. It will probably
be some time before these efforts bear therapeutic fruit, but clinical application of ESC-derived cells is finally underway in other
quarters. Thewidely publicized safety trial testing Geron’s hESC-derived oligodendrocytes is now enrolling patients. However,
the ethics of patient selection for this initiative remain under debate in the community. Bretzner and
colleaguesoffer a Perspective on the subject, and twoForumarticles, including one fromauthors at
Geron, have been written in response. Although this series of articles focuses on a specific current
trial, many of the points raised would be relevant for future clinical trials looking at the safety and
efficacy of stem cell-based therapies.
Making and Using Niches
In addition to its impact on resident stem cells, a regulatory niche may itself be influenced by
external signaling, either during normal tissue homeostasis or in response to unusual, or patholog-
ical, demands. For example, Joyner and colleagues find that stem cells in the upper region of the hair follicle bulge are influ-
enced by Shh input delivered by local sensory neurons. The Shh-responsive cells help regenerate the follicle and are recruited
toheal neighboringskinwoundsbyconverting intoepidermal stemcells. The interplaybetween thenicheandcancer stemcells
is discussedat length in aMinireview fromRich andcoauthors. They focusona selection of brain tumors, notably glioblastoma,
and several recent reports that the tumors both depend on, and give rise to, aspects of the microenvironment in which the
cancer grows.
Following NSCs In Vitro and In Vivo
Decades after the discovery of neurogenesis, it remains challenging to identify the specific NSC that produces new neurons in
a given brain region and under particular circumstances, in part due to a dearth of methods andmarkers that reliably assay the
function of candidate stem cells. One widely used tool is the neurosphere assay, in which nonadherent cells generate hetero-
geneous, replatable three-dimensional colonies in liquidculture. In theirProtocolReview,Doetschandcoauthorspresentabrief
historical perspective of this method, overview critical steps in the protocol, highlight important caveats in the design, analysis
and reporting of the assay, and comment briefly on its utility and potential for cell types beyond the neural sphere. This assay,
among others, is used by Enikolopov and colleagues as part of their lineage tracing-based investigation of why hippocampal
neurogenesis degrades with age, in favor of accumulating astrocyte lineage cells. These authors suggest that, in contrast to
previous models involving a cyclic switch between dormant quiescence and division-dependent, asymmetric production of
downstream progeny, some hippocampal NSCs can be considered ‘‘disposable,’’ in that they
depart the quiescent pool in a unidirectional fashion, resulting in the eventual depletion of multipo-
tent progenitors. Lugert and Taylor discuss the implications of this model, and the data it is based
on, in their accompanying Preview.
Resources for NSC Research
In their Resource article, Knoblich and colleagues report on a Drosophila neuroblast RNAi screen,
and subsequent functional network analysis, that reveals a host of factors influencing self-renewal
and differentiation via ribosome biogenesis, alternative splicing, and transcriptional elongation.
Many of the important target genes appear conserved in mammalian cells and thus may offer broad insight into neural
stem cell function. In a Profile article, science writer Anna Davison highlights an entirely different type of resource for the
stem cell community by outlining the contributions of four patient advocates. These individuals, with their affiliated founda-
tions, take distinct approaches in order to raise money, awareness, and support for stem cell research, and they encourage
scientists to take advantage of the resources they offer and to contribute more actively to their efforts.Make sure to check out our website, and Neuron’s, later this month to see the entire collection of
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